
Installation Instructions      READ IN FULL BEFORE INSTALLING 
 
*NOTE* - To help you install your overlays, trim the paper backing to match the overlay size as best as 
you can and do a dry fit/test with the backing on, to see where the sides, top and bottom line up getting 
comfortable with location and alignment before attempting to install. 
 

**THESE CANNOT BE MOVED ONCE PLACED DOWN** 
 
 

*READ BACK FOR INSTALL TIPS, OR FEEL FREE TO MESSAGE US FIRST* 
 
 

* MUST install in Warm Weather (Minimum of 10° Celsius / 50° Fahrenheit) on a CLEAN and DRY Vehicle* 

 

Step 1  Clean your vehicle’s stock emblem with selected cleaner (glass, or multi-surface cleaner) 
and LET DRY THOROUGHLY 
     See *NOTE* above BEFORE moving to step 2 

Step 2   Grab the included 3M primer pen, pinch at the black dot breaking the plastic.  Squeeze 
the tube so the tip gets wet and cover your vehicle’s stock emblem, side to side, top to 
bottom, and LET DRY.  NEVER use the 3m on the overlay itself. 
 

Step 3   Peel the paper backing from your overlay and install over your vehicle’s stock emblem.  
Practicing with the backing on a few times makes this easier (see NOTE). FLIP OVER 
FOR INSTALLATION TIPS. 
 
**The overlay cannot be peeled up and reapplied, it’s a one and done application** 
 
READ Step 4 once done as it is mandatory for completing proper installation. 
 

Step 4   Once installed, push in all of the tips of the letters, paying special attentions to the 
places with arrows *See Photo Below* 
You need to make sure the letters have bonded properly to your vehicle’s stock emblem.  
Not doing so will result in some areas lifting up (the tips of the letters), this is a sign of 
improper installation. 
*Use a plastic push tool, or something like the corner of a credit card. 
*If you have a matte finish on your letters, use your finger, or something softer than 
hard plastic to avoid damaging the matte finish. 

 

*Do Not Wash Your Vehicle for a Full 24 Hours After Install 
That is the required amount of time to ensure proper installation and bonding 

 

 

 

Flip Over for Care Instructions and Installation Tips → 



 
Care Instructions 
 
- Wash your new overlay(s) as you would the rest of your vehicle, holding the pressure washing 

wand at the recommended 1.5-2 ft away from your vehicle. 

- Do Not hold the pressure washer directly on the overlay for a prolonged period, as like any other 
part of your vehicle, such pressure could cause damage to your vehicle and overlay. 

- Do Not wipe your overlay(s) with a cloth unless the cloth is around your finger, and you are 
CAREFULLY going around the letters, as you could catch the edges of the letters and pull them up 
accidently. (Especially with Chrome) 

- When/If you wish to remove your overlay, please go to the video archives section of the website 
and watch our removal video.  You can also contact us directly to provide a printable version of 
removal instructions.  Not doing as directed may result in damages to your vehicle. 

 
 

Installation Tips 
 
- Make sure you read the NOTE at the top of the page to prepare you. 

- Trim the paper backing as best you can around the oval, holding it up to your vehicle’s stock 
emblem to get comfortable with positioning. 

- Take a strip of low tack tape like painters’ tape, not too wide, one inch wide is perfect. 

- Attach piece of tape vertically ↕ to the TOP CENTER of the overlay, KEEP THE PAPER BACKING 
ON securing it to your vehicle’s stock emblem, making sure it’s aligned correctly. 

- Cut the tape between your stock emblem and the overlay, keeping one half of the tape attached to 
your vehicle and the other half on your overlay (this creates a reference point for you to match up 
to), peel the backing from the overlay and stick it in place, matching up both pieces of tape to ensure 
it is installed correctly. 

**The overlay CANNOT be peeled up and reapplied, it’s a one and done application** 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BE SURE TO SEND PHOTOS ONCE INSTALLED! 


